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All rights reserved
This manual, as well as the software described in it, is furnished under license and may be used or copied 
only in accordance with the terms of such license. The content of this manual is furnished for informational 
use only, is subject to change without notice and should not be construed as a commitment by TechSmith 
Corporation. TechSmith Corporation assumes no responsibility or liability for any errors or inaccuracies 
that may appear in this manual.

Trademarks
All-In-One Capture, Camtasia, Camtasia Relay, Camtasia Studio, Coach’s Eye, Coach’s Eye +, DubIt, 
EnSharpen, Enterprise Wide, Jing, Knowmia, Morae, Rich Recording Technology (RRT), Screencast, 
Screencast.com, ScreenChomp, Show The World, SmartFocus, Snagit, TechSmith, TechSmith AppShow, 
TechSmith Fuse, TechSmith Loop, TechSmith Relay, TechSmith Screencast, TechSmith Smart Player, 
and TSCC are either registered marks or marks of TechSmith Corporation in the U.S. and/or other 
countries. This list is not a comprehensive list of all TechSmith Corporation marks. The absence of a 
name/mark or logo in this notice does not constitute a waiver of any intellectual property rights that 
TechSmith Corporation has established in any of its product, feature or service names/marks or logos. All 
other marks are the property of their respective owners.
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Introduction
This document introduces you to the TechSmith Relay caption editing process for global caption editors. A
global caption editor has access to all the presentations in queue that require captioning

For more information, see The Global Caption Editor Role
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The Global Caption Editor Role
A global caption editor role is a user who has access to the TechSmith Relay website, but is unable to record
presentations. The global caption editor has access to all presentations that are held for captioning on the
TechSmith Relay server.

When a user who has been assigned to the role of global caption editor logs in to the TechSmith Relay web-
site, a list of presentations currently held for captioning is displayed.

Multiple global caption editors cannot caption the same presentation at the same time. If a
global caption editor opens a presentation that is currently being captioned by another user, the
changes made by the first user to open the presentation for captioning are lost.

Global caption editors can receive daily email notifications that list presentations currently held for captioning
on the TechSmith Relay server.

See also:

Caption Editor
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Caption Editor
The Caption Editor page allows presenters and global caption editors to review and edit captions that were cre-
ated automatically by TechSmith Relay. When a presentation is held for caption editing, all processing and
publishing is stopped until the presenter releases the presentation to complete processing and publishing.

Users can only access the Caption Editor page if they have a presentation that is being held for caption edit-
ing.

See also

Access the Caption Editor

Edit Presentation Captions

Caption Editing Tips

Access the Caption Editor
When a presenter has uploadedmedia that is ready for captioning, there are a few ways to get to the caption
editor. Global caption editors have access to a third option, the Presentations page.
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From aNotification Email.

Click theEdit the presentation captions link in the email you receive when a presentation is ready for
caption editing.

From the TechSmith Relay Website Dashboard
Click the name of a presentation shown under Presentations held for caption editing.

From the Presentation List on the TechSmith Relay Website.

Select Held For Captioning from the Status dropdown list.

Click a presentation to select it.

On the right side of the page, click Edit Captions.

See also

Edit Presentation Captions

Caption Editing Tips

Edit Presentation Captions
Once a presentation is open on the Caption Editor page, use the following process for editing captions and sub-
mitting the presentation for final processing and publishing:

1. On the Edit Captions tab, use the video controls review the automatic captions.

2. Edit existing captions by clicking inside a caption and editing the text.

3. Add , delete , and split captions as needed using the 
controls.

4. Everything you do is automatically saved.
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5. When the captions are complete, click Preview to see how they will appear on your video and review
      for any errors.

6. Click Edit Captions to  make any final adjustments to the text or timing of the captions.
7. When you are satisfied with the captions, click Publish.

The presentation continues processing and publishing.

See also

Access the Caption Editor

Caption Editing Tips

Caption Editing Tips
Here are some tips to help you when editing captions:
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While working in a caption, click Replay to repeatedly click the Replay button until you are able to 
transcribe the entire caption.

The number in the lower right of a caption shows the remaining characters available to keep the 
caption within  ADA compliance guidelines. The number in the lower left displays the duration. If a 
caption has too many characters or is too long or short, it turns red.

Click theSplit button to separate a caption into two smaller captions.

Use the standard keyboard shortcuts for Undo (CTRL+Z, Command+Z) and Redo (CTRL+Y, Com-
mand+Y) to undo or redo your actions in the caption editor.

See also

Access the Caption Editor

Edit Presentation Captions
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